Benefits of multiple sites for asteroseismic detections
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ABSTRACT
While Kepler has pushed the science of asteroseismology to limits unimaginable a decade ago, the need for asteroseismic studies of individual objects remains. This is primarily due to the limitations of single-colour intensity variations, which are much less sensitive to certain asteroseismic signals. The best way to obtain the necessary data is via very high resolution ground-based spectrography. Such observations measure the perceived radial-velocity shifts that arise due to stellar oscillations, which exhibit a much better signal-to-noise ratio than those for intensity observations. Stellar Observations Network Group (SONG), a proposed network of 1 m telescopes with spectrographs that can reach $R = 110,000$, was designed with this need in mind. With one node under commissioning in Tenerife and another under construction in China, an analysis of the scientific benefits of constructing additional nodes for the network is warranted. By convolving models of asteroseismic observables (mean densities, small separations) with the anticipated window functions for different node configurations, we explore the impact of the number of nodes in the SONG network on the anticipated results, across the areas of the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram where solar-like oscillations are found. We find that although time series from two SONG nodes, or in some cases even one node, will allow us to detect oscillations; the full SONG network, providing full temporal coverage, is needed for obtaining the science goals of SONG, including analysis of modes of spherical harmonic degree $l = 3$.
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1 INTRODUCTION
The Kepler mission has started a new and much more detailed chapter on asteroseismology. Before launch, only a few stars exhibiting solar-like oscillations had been studied with sufficient detail to allow the necessary analysis; however, Kepler has made it possible to perform asteroseismology of thousands of stars (Gilliland et al. 2010; Chaplin et al. 2011), enabling the detection of not only acoustic modes but also of mixed modes in evolved stars (Beck et al. 2011).

While Kepler is a marvellous instrument for many aspects of asteroseismology, it is limited in other respects. Stars exhibit more intrinsic noise relative to their asteroseismic amplitudes in intensities than in radial velocities. As such, it is possible to detect oscillation frequencies to much higher precision and at lower frequencies with radial-velocity observations than using intensities. The lower frequency modes have longer lifetimes, which in turn allow the frequencies to be measured with a higher degree of accuracy. Moreover, they allow us to study the helium abundance in the envelope via the ‘acoustic glitch’, an observable phenomenon which arises from helium ionization (Gough 1990; Houdek & Gough 2007), and they are less affected by the near-surface effects in the stellar models (Christensen-Dalsgaard & Thompson 1997).

Furthermore, it is possible to detect $l = 3$ modes through radial-velocity measurements, which supply further information about the stellar core (e.g. Cunha & Metcalfe 2007; Christensen-Dalsgaard 2012). This represents a major advantage of radial-velocity time series observations of solar-like oscillations, as intensity observations can only make marginal detections of such modes, even from space. We also note that radial-velocity measurements in general focus on much brighter stars than those observed by Kepler, which means that more information about the stars is available from other sources, such as interferometry, etc.

Unfortunately, the analysis of radial-velocity modulations caused by solar-like oscillations requires ultrahigh precision measurements, of the order of $1 \text{ m s}^{-1}$ with time series of several days or weeks if not more in length. Temporal coverage also has a strong impact on detection: the lower the temporal coverage, the longer...
the time baseline needs to be and the more pronounced the window function becomes. Currently, only a very few instruments are capable of reaching the necessary precision and these are in high demand, making it difficult to obtain enough telescope time to perform these studies.

Stellar Observations Network Group (SONG; Grundahl et al. 2006, 2009) is an instrument designed for this very purpose. It is a proposed network of robotic 1 m telescopes with spectrographs capable of reaching a radial-velocity precision of 1 m s$^{-1}$ on stars down to magnitude $V = 6$. Currently, SONG has one node under commissioning in Tenerife and another under construction in China, with additional nodes expected to be added in the future. It is therefore very important for the project that we evaluate the impact of the number of nodes on the scientific return of SONG. In this paper, we explore how the number of nodes in SONG will affect the detection of solar-like oscillations across regions of the Hertzsprung–Russell (HR) diagram, where such variations are expected, focusing on stars on or near the main sequence.

2 METHOD

We study three different idealized configurations of nodes, each node assumed to be observing for 8h: a single node (33 per cent temporal coverage), two nodes (67 per cent coverage) and three nodes (100 per cent coverage) in order to investigate to what level the resulting spectral window functions, which are shown in Fig. 1, cause overlap between different oscillation modes in the amplitude spectrum. Such overlaps are detrimental to the analysis of the stellar oscillations, which is a primary motivation for constructing a telescope network.

We use the asymptotic relation to predict the oscillation frequencies for different combinations of the large and small frequency separations across the so-called C-D diagram, which plots the large and the small frequency separation against each other (Christensen-Dalsgaard 1984, 1988; Ulrich 1986). We then use stellar models to combine the results from the analysis of overlapping peaks across the C-D diagram with two other important observables: the mode lifetimes (which affect the mode linewidths) and amplitudes of the solar-like oscillations. By doing so, we identify the areas in the HR diagram where solar-like oscillations can be observed and analysed with the different SONG node configurations. For clarity, we break this analysis into two parts: the first exploring the impact of the window function on detection, given a fixed mode linewidth, and then adding the effects of realistic linewidths and amplitudes for stars of different ages and masses for the second part.

We focus on general trends in the present study, and disregard effects of weather, instrumental problems etc., which modify the window function and increase the noise level of the observations, as well as effects of rotation, which affects the linewidths of the frequency peaks. We also do not include mixed modes, which is a complicating factor in the analysis of evolved stars.

2.1 The oscillation frequencies

Before the impact of the window function on the detectability of solar-like oscillations can be assessed, the basics of solar-like oscillations need to be addressed. Solar-like oscillations are acoustic oscillations which approximately follow the asymptotic relation (Vandakurov 1967; Tassoul 1980; Gough 1986):

$$v_{n,l} \approx \Delta \nu \left( n + \frac{1}{2} l + \epsilon \right) - l(l+1)D_0,$$

where $n$ is the radial order, $l$ is the angular degree, $\Delta \nu$ is the large frequency separation between modes of same $l$ (which measures the mean density of the star), $\epsilon$ is sensitive to the surface layers and is set to 1 in this work, and $D_0 = \frac{1}{2} \delta_{02}$, where $\delta_{02}$ is the small frequency separation between $l = 0$ and $l = 2$ modes (which is sensitive to the age of the star). We assume in this study that all stars follow this relation, and we also assume that the large and small frequency separations are constant across the entire frequency spectrum.

The frequency separations mentioned above are not enough by themselves to assess the impact of the window function – the analysis requires the oscillation frequencies themselves. We calculate these using the asymptotic relation for the values of $\Delta \nu$ and $\delta_{02}$ covering the stellar evolutionary tracks depicted in Fig. 2, for modes with $l = 0–3$.

2.2 Constructing the amplitude spectra

To facilitate the discussion of the mode overlap, we introduce modified window functions $w_{\nu,k}(\nu)$, where $k = 1–3$ correspond to the number of nodes. These are defined by modifying the original window functions to reflect peaks whose intrinsic width $2/T \approx 0.77 \mu$Hz is determined by the assumed length of 30 d of the time series, combined with a Lorentzian with a width...
determined by the mode lifetime. Here, we have assumed a mode lifetime for solar-like oscillations similar to that of the Sun (3 d) – a reasonable simplification for the purpose of studying the impact of the spectral window functions. The relationship between the mode lifetime ($\tau$) and the natural linewidth $\Gamma$ of the mode yields $\Gamma = 1/(\pi \tau) \approx 1.23 \mu$Hz. In practice, we constructed $w_{\text{mod},k}$ by an iterative process, where we smooth the original window function until it has a full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of $1.5 \mu$Hz. This corresponds roughly to adding the intrinsic width of the window function and the natural mode linewidth in quadrature. The peak amplitudes of the modified window functions are kept at 1.0.

When constructing the amplitude spectra, we also use the fact that modes with different $l$-values have different spatial response functions, or sensitivities, for line-of-sight Doppler observations. These are denoted $S_l$, and lead to perceived differences in amplitude (e.g. Bedding et al. 1996); the sensitivity of $l = 0$ is set to 1.00, $l = 1$ to 1.36, $l = 2$ to 1.03 and $l = 3$ to 0.48.

We now construct the amplitude spectra $a_k(\nu)$ by combining the frequencies, $\nu_{n,l}$, with the modified window functions, and taking into account the $l$-dependent sensitivities, $S_l$:

$$a_k(\nu) = \sum_{n,l} S_l w_{\text{mod},k}(\nu - \nu_{n,l}).$$

Note that by simply adding the amplitude contributions from each mode we ignore the interference between the modes, depending on their relative phases, which would affect a more realistic combination of the contributions in Fourier space (or the time domain). We expect that this has little effect on the present simplified analysis.

In Fig. 3, we show amplitude spectra for $\Delta \nu = 134.0 \mu$Hz and $\delta \nu_{02} = 9.2 \mu$Hz, as observed from one, two or three SONG telescopes. From these plots, we can see that the artificial peaks introduced by the spectral window function of neighbouring modes can cause the different modes to interfere with each other, as one would expect.

2.3 The contamination of the modes

The degree of overlap (or contamination) is an important parameter in this study. In this part, we examine the amount of contamination arising due to the spectral window function using the fixed FWHM of $1.5 \mu$Hz for the mode peaks. In order to evaluate the
contamination for a given mode at frequency \( \nu \), we determine the signal in the amplitude spectrum, within a 4 \( \mu \)Hz wide frequency band (see Fig. 3) and compare it to the signal which originates from the undisturbed mode.

From the assumed signal in equation (1) we can, for the different \( l \)-values of the modes, determine the amount of signal \( a_{l,k} \) (including contamination from other modes) in a mode with frequency \( \nu_l \) as

\[
a_{l,k} = \int_{\nu_l - 2}^{\nu_l + 2} a_k(\nu) \, d\nu .
\]

(2)

Here, \( \nu_1 = \nu_l - 2 \mu \)Hz and \( \nu_2 = \nu_l + 2 \mu \)Hz. Examples of amplitude spectra \( a_k(\nu) \) were shown for 1, 2 and 3 sites in Fig. 3. The spectra repeat themselves for each radial order \( n \), so for the \( l = 0 \) modes, we may use the mode at 1876 \( \mu \)Hz, for determining the total amount of signal. In this case, \( \nu_1 = 1874 \mu \)Hz and \( \nu_2 = 1878 \mu \)Hz.

In the same way, we can obtain the amount of signal originating only from the mode in question, i.e. the signal that would be inside the frequency band, if the mode were undisturbed. From the central peak in the modified window function \( w_{\text{mod},k}(\nu) \) discussed above, the amount of signal \( w_{l,k} \) for an undisturbed mode is found as

\[
w_{l,k} = \int_{\nu_l - 2}^{\nu_l + 2} S_l \, w_{\text{mod},k}(\nu) \, d\nu .
\]

(3)

In this way, we obtain for each node configuration, and for each \( l \)-value, the amount of signal in the combined amplitude spectrum, \( a_{l,k} \), and the amount of signal in the undisturbed mode, \( w_{l,k} \). We use these values to calculate the amount of contamination as

\[
c_{l,k} = (a_{l,k} - w_{l,k})/w_{l,k} .
\]

(4)

For each node configuration, and for each set of \( (\Delta \nu, \delta \nu_{l2}) \) values, we first determine the contamination for \( l = 0–2 \), leaving out \( l = 3 \), and we assign the highest of these three numbers as the contamination level for that set of parameters. For example, if for one of the node configurations, and for a given combination of \( \Delta \nu \) and \( \delta \nu_{l2} \), the \( l = 0 \) modes are contaminated by 5 per cent, \( l = 1 \) by 15 per cent and \( l = 2 \) by 25 per cent, we assign a contamination level \( c_{l} \) for that specific combination of parameters of 25 per cent.

When calculating the contamination, we exclude the contribution from the wings of distant modes; these cause an offset in the spectra, manifesting as a slightly increased background level but having little effect on asteroseismic analysis. This effect is exemplified by the mode depicted in the upper-right panel of Fig. 3; despite some small amount of blending, it is effectively isolated with a contamination of 0 per cent.

In order to visualize the effect of contamination due to the window function, we compare the \( c_{l} \)-values to five different levels: below 10, 20, 30, 40 and 50 per cent contamination in amplitude, with lower values corresponding to lower degrees of overlap between modes. In the analysis, we cover the parameter space in the C-D diagram with a grid with steps of 2 \( \mu \)Hz in \( \Delta \nu \) and 0.2 \( \mu \)Hz in \( \delta \nu_{l2} \). The results of this analysis for 1, 2 and 3 nodes in the network, excluding the lower amplitude \( l = 3 \) modes from the computations, can be seen in Figs 4–6.

We then extended the calculations of the mode contamination to include the \( l = 3 \) modes. The results are seen in Figs 7 and 8. The \( l = 3 \) modes are separated from \( l = 1 \) modes by \( \delta \nu_{13} = \frac{1}{2} \delta \nu_{l2} \) according to the asymptotic relation. This leads to the exclusion of more cases due to mode-peak overlap.

### 2.4 Detecting the seismic signals

We now combine the analysis above with the effects of oscillation mode amplitudes and linewidths on the detection of the asteroseismic signals. In short, the amplitudes must be sufficiently high compared with the noise level for SONG to allow secure detection of the oscillations and the mode linewidths must be narrow enough to
allow separation – for some stars, the linewidths can be comparable
or even exceed the small frequency separation, causing signifi-
cant overlap between modes even for a 100 per cent duty cycle. We
base the analysis on estimated parameters near the frequency \( \nu_{\text{max}} \) of maximum amplitude.

We use the theoretical stellar models to estimate both the os-
cillation amplitudes and the mode linewidths (i.e. \( \Gamma \)) across the
HR diagram. The mode linewidths depend on effective temperature
(Appourchaux et al. 2012) and can therefore vary greatly for dif-
ferent types of stars – indeed, asteroseismology can be extremely
difficult for stars with linewidths similar to their frequency sepa-
rations (e.g., Appourchaux et al. 2008). The mode linewidths are
estimated using the relation between \( \Gamma \) and the effective temper-
ature, at maximum mode height, from equation 2 and table 2 in
Appourchaux et al. (2012):

\[
\Gamma = 0.46 \, \mu\text{Hz} + 0.75 \, \mu\text{Hz} \left( \frac{T_{\text{eff}}}{5777 \, \text{K}} \right)^{15.4}. \tag{5}
\]

We extrapolate this relation to include stars with temperatures above
7000 K, even though the calibration is based on stars no hotter than
6400 K (Appourchaux et al. 2012). By doing so, we slightly over-
estimate the mode linewidths for these more massive stars relative
to those found for F stars in White et al. (2012). We assume that
we cannot detect the seismic signal for stars with mode linewidths
which are half the value of either the small or large frequency
separation. For these stars, the degree of overlap of the mode fre-
quencies compromises the asteroseismic analysis. This is, however,
a marginal effect in our analysis.

The overall oscillation amplitudes are estimated for the stellar
models by scaling from the solar value, based on equation 17 in
Kjeldsen & Bedding (2011):

\[
A_{\text{vel}} \approx 0.23 \, \text{m s}^{-1} \times \frac{(L/L_{\odot})^{1.5}}{(L/M_{\odot})^{1.5}} \frac{\nu_{\text{osc}}}{T_{\text{eff}} / 5777 \, \text{K}}^{0.5}, \tag{6}
\]

where \( \nu_{\text{osc}} \) is the mode lifetime.

For this analysis, we compare these amplitudes to the expected
noise level for SONG. This depends on the brightness of the star
being observed, its spectral type and class, its rotational velocity and
other secondary factors. Here, we use a fixed noise value of 2 \( \text{m s}^{-1} \)
per spectrum, based on estimates of the properties of the SONG
observations and preliminary data from the SONG prototype, with
an observing cadence of one data point per two minutes, 8 h long
nights per site and a time series covering 30 d. With this, we expect
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Figure 9. Colour-coded HR diagram showing the results of our analysis for contamination in the amplitude spectrum of up to 30 per cent for a single SONG node and a time series covering one month, for modes with frequencies near the estimated frequency $\nu_{\text{max}}$ of maximum amplitude. Individual models are marked according to the analysis, with green circles marking the models for which seismic analysis is possible, based on our criteria, yellow stars marking models with contamination above 30 per cent due to either the nature of the frequency structure as defined by the asymptotic relation or large mode line widths, and red diamonds marking models that fail on both the amplitude and overlap requirements. Note that this and the following plots assume a certain noise level per spectrum, and hence do not contain any information on the apparent magnitude of real-sky targets.

Figure 10. Same as Fig. 9, but for observations with two SONG nodes. A brown triangle marks a model for which the S/N of the oscillations is below 4.

Figure 11. Same as Fig. 9, but for observations with three SONG nodes. The figure does not change if $l = 3$ modes are included in the analysis.

3 RESULTS

Figs 4–8 show the results for the analysis of the impact of window functions on detecting asteroseismic signals for a fixed linewidth of 1.5 $\mu$Hz. From these figures, we can see that stars with $\delta \nu_2$ close to 11.57 $\mu$Hz (which corresponds to one cycle per day) will show significant overlap between modes when observed from a single site. The width of the horizontal band centred at 11.57 $\mu$Hz in $\delta \nu_2$

...
depends on the assumed mode linewidth of 1.5 μHz; a smaller or larger assumed linewidth means a smaller or larger area being excluded for δν2 values near 11.57 μHz.

From Fig. 4, we can see that even for single-site observations, there are areas in the C-D diagram where the mode frequencies will not overlap despite the significant side-lobes in the spectral window function. This is the case for stars slightly more evolved and less massive than the Sun, among others. This figure also demonstrates the sensitivity of asteroseismology from a single site to stellar properties: some stars can be targeted from a single site without the analysis being hampered by confusion from overlapping peaks in the amplitude spectrum, while other stars with just slightly different properties cannot.

Figs 5 and 6 show the results of the analysis for two and three SONG sites. For two sites (Fig. 5), the amplitude spectra of stars with small separations near 11.57 μHz will display a 40 per cent overlap between l = 0 and l = 2 modes, in good agreement with the corresponding spectral window function in Fig. 1. For three sites, problems with overlapping peaks are eliminated, illustrating the benefits of full temporal coverage. When extending the analysis to include l = 3 nodes (Figs 7 and 8), we find that full temporal coverage is required for the detection of l = 3 modes for most types of stars.

Figs 9–12 contain the results of the extended analysis, which includes realistic amplitudes and linewidths. Instead of being plotted in a C-D diagram, the evolutionary tracks are plotted in an HR diagram, showing in which regions of the HR diagram solar-like oscillations can be detected and analysed and in which regions of the diagrams the analysis will be limited by too low S/N or by mode overlap. The latter can be caused either by a non-optimal combination of frequency splittings and spectral window function or by large mode linewidths. The plots shown here are for a moderate accepted overlap between frequency peaks of up to 30 per cent in amplitude.

These plots show that significant, but not all, parts of the HR diagram are excluded for asteroseismic analysis when observing with a single SONG telescope, as well as when observing with two. With three SONG nodes, seismic analysis is possible across most parts of the HR diagram where solar-like oscillations are expected to occur. For the more massive and hot stars, however, a large mode linewidth combined with relatively low-oscillation amplitudes will limit the analysis, even for a fully deployed SONG network.

Fig. 12 is much like Figs 9–11 but includes the l = 3 modes, which are of lower amplitude than the l = 0–2 modes. Fig. 12 shows the case of two sites; the corresponding figure for three sites is identical to Fig. 11. We do not show the figure for a single site and including l = 3, in this case, most of the stellar models are excluded due to mode overlap. This is even the case for two sites (Fig. 12), where the majority of the models are excluded. However, adding a third node expands the possibilities considerably (see Fig. 11).
4 DISCUSSION

The analysis presented above can not only be used for evaluating target stars for observing solar-like oscillations with a network like SONG, but it can also be used for optimizing observations with such a network.

In Fig. 13, we show the level of contamination due to mode overlap for six well-observed stars for which the frequency separations...
of solar-like oscillations have been measured. It is evident that a star similar to α Cen B, which has a small frequency separation $\delta\nu_{02}$ near 11 µHz, is not a good target for single-site observations aiming at determining the small frequency separation.

From the upper-left panel of Fig. 13, we can identify the types of stars for which a single node will be sufficient: those lying below and to the right of 18 Sco, as the dark green areas indicate regions for which the acoustic spectra of stars will not be significantly affected.
by overlap between different mode peaks. This complements the information in Fig. 9, which indicates that the amplitudes and mode linewidths of such stars are suitable for study with a single SONG node for the noise level we have assumed.

Figure 19. Same as Fig. 4, for three sites including \( l = 0-2 \) and acceptable contamination levels of 10, 20, 40 and 50 per cent.

Figure 20. Same as Fig. 4, for three sites including \( l = 0-3 \) and acceptable contamination levels of 10, 20, 40 and 50 per cent.

The upper-right panel of Fig. 13 represents a network with two nodes. In comparison to a single node, the number of stars for which contamination is a problem is significantly reduced. Consequently, we can envision studying multiple stars at a time with a fully
deployed SONG network, with perhaps four telescopes distributed on the northern and southern hemispheres, allocating two nodes per target and doubling the rate at which SONG measures the solar-like oscillations in stars.

Subgiant stars have comparatively high-oscillation amplitudes and are therefore potentially good targets for observations with either one or two SONG nodes. Fig. 14 depicts a subsection of the C-D diagram, where subgiants are found. It can be seen that for some subgiants, as for example η Boo, the combination of the small and the large frequency separations will allow seismic analysis without significant contamination from the spectral window function, when observing with two SONG nodes. When observing from a single SONG node, the analysis will be strongly affected by effects of the spectral window function.

The results presented in Figs 9–12 might erroneously suggest that we shall not be able to observe oscillations in red giants with SONG. In fact, the present analysis is based on the asymptotic relation and other assumptions, as described in Section 2, which are not entirely relevant for red giants. In particular, the lower frequencies and consequently smaller frequency separations for these stars mean that observations longer than the 30 d assumed here will be needed to avoid confusion. A separate analysis will be required to evaluate the potential of SONG for the study of red giants. For completeness, Figs 15–20 show diagrams similar to Figs 9–12, but for the four other thresholds we have used; 10, 20, 40 and 50 per cent.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The methods presented here demonstrate an approach for evaluating targets for measuring solar-like oscillations spectroscopically using either a single telescope or a network of telescopes. While the SONG network is the inspiration for this analysis, it is generalizable to any single or multisite campaign with a similar goal in mind.

We have shown that under the assumptions we have made, for certain targets, one or two SONG telescopes will be sufficient to observe solar-like oscillations without the subsequent seismic analysis being hampered by overlapping mode peaks in the amplitude spectrum. However, it is important to remember that the specific science goals of an individual project define the acceptable level of contamination for an amplitude spectrum or what S/N level is required – or is even possible. It is not the goal of this paper to recommend or rule out potential solar-like targets for SONG. This analysis is intended to assess the benefit of additional nodes in the SONG network and to develop a tool for future evaluations of specific targets for SONG, taking information like target brightness, rotational velocity and position in the HR diagram and contributing to the target selection process and scheduling for SONG.

Based on our analysis, we conclude that certain targets will require only one or two SONG nodes to enable the detection of solar-like oscillations despite contamination of the amplitude spectrum due to the window function. However, the detection of solar-like \( l = 3 \) modes requires full network coverage for most of that part of the HR diagram where we expect stars to exhibit solar-like oscillations. Given that detection of \( l = 3 \) modes is an important science driver for SONG – and one of the factors that will push the analysis of solar-like stars beyond what can be reached with the Kepler mission – we conclude that, while the two SONG nodes currently under construction will represent an important advance for ground-based asteroseismology, they are not sufficient to fulfill the ultimate science goals of SONG.
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